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The Menu of Mini Palapita from Chicago includes about 17 different dishes and drinks. On average, you pay
for a dish / drink about $7.3. What Neno Albert likes about Mini Palapita:

There isn't a steak taco or burrito like it anywhere in the Chicagoland area that I'm aware of. The flavor and
quality of meat... I'm drooling just thinking about it.Seriously. Don't just try it. Have it and enjoy.Parking: It's a

small parking lot but never a problem to get a spot. Street parking in front as well.Dietary restrictions: You can do
gluten free pretty easily. It wouldn't be allergy-proof though. read more. When the weather is nice you can also

have something outside, And into the accessible rooms also come guests with wheelchairs or physiological
disabilities. What Armadon doesn't like about Mini Palapita:

Too expensive for what you get. 20$ for a burrito?! Guac was on one side of the burrito and it wasnt all that.
Couldve gone to TBK and gotten the same thing for half the cost. Cant come here again. Menu prices are

removed by the way, felt scammed. Tacos are 5$ also. They gotta fix their prices or start making fancy food and
be transparent about their prices.Edit: I dont think they understood, im saying their food is... read more. The
catering service is also provided by the establishment for its guests, Particularly, many visitors are looking

forward to the diverse, delectable Mexican cuisine.
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Burrit�
POLLO BURRITO $11.0

Entrada�
QUESADILLA $2.6

Tortilla�
QUESADILLA CON CARNE $5.0

M�ica�
TACOS

Grille� Burrit�
BARBACOA BURRITO $11.0

Tac� de� Carrit�
BARBACOA TACO $3.8

L� Fam�� Tac�
POLLO TACO $3.8

Condiment� an� Sauce�
SALSA SAUCE

Antojit� M�ican� (M�ica�
Favorite�)
SUPER BURRITO $13.0

Restauran� Categor�
GLUTEN FREE

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TUNA STEAK

M�ica� dishe�
TACO

BURRITO

Torta�
POLLO TORTA $7.5

BARBACOA TORTA $7.5

PASTOR TORTA $7.5
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